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Abstract
The Finslerian curvature is introduced in the three-dimensional isospin space, sug-
gesting that the isospin-pion field transforms according to non-linear Finslerian invariance
transformations. The fundamental non-linear realization is associated with the pion field
triplet. The Finslerian Lagrangian, as well as the implied pion-field selfinteraction, in-
volves the first but no higher derivatives of the pion field. While the invariance transforma-
tions are now nonlinear, the conservation laws are still meaningful and sufficient to get the
conservations for the energy-momentum and charges. The Finsler-invariant pion-nucleon
Lagrangian function is also proposed. The Finslerian isospin-space symmetry is a pure
interaction symmetry not shared by the asymptotic fields. The full Klein-Gordon-Dirac
equation is accordingly extended. Various details of the implied Finsleroid-structure are
formulated in an explicit way.
1Basic Part
Introduction
The Finslerian isospin approach is a representation of three-dimensional invariance
group in a curved instead of euclidean isospin-space. Below, we formulate the equations
for possible Finsleroid-mediated symmetry in the curved isotopic space, based on the iso-
triplet of pions. So, the triplets are imagined as vectors in the respective Finsleroid-space.
The Finsler-geometry ideas enable us to introduce the curvature in the three-dimensional
isospin-space such that the curvature is constant and positive and is dependent on a
single characteristic parameter. The resultant Finsleroid-space remains invariant under
particular nonlinear pion-dependent rotations, henceforth mentioned as the Fg–rotations.
We shall start with formulating respective Finslerian field equations from first princi-
ples. The Finsleroid-type geometry of the curved three-dimensional isotopic space replaces
now the ordinary euclidean geometry of linear pion-represention isotopic space. We con-
struct the nonlinear Lagrangian such that the Lagrangian is invariant under Fg–rotations.
We get the Finsleroid-mediated extension of the Klein-Gordon equation, which involves
explicitly a self-interaction of pions through dependence of the Finslerian metric tensor
components on pion fields.
After that, we introduce appropriately the pion-dependence in the nucleon spinor
function ψ, thereby extending the Klein-Gordon-Dirac equations. The spinor part is
constructed simply by forming isospin-invariant Lagrangian out of the ψ, their covariant
derivative Dψ, and an appropriate pion covariant derivative Dπ. The function ψ depends
now on both, the space-time point and the pion field, and transforms under combined
isospin-space transformations. Remarkably, the right-hand side involves explicitly the
characteristic Finslerian curvature tensor (the so-called “Cartan curvature tensor”). In
Appendix, the initial ingredients of the Finsler geometry are presented.
Formulation of Equations
Let πq = πq(x) be an isotopic triplet of pions; the components {π1(x), π2(x), π3(x)}
are assumed to be real. Introducing also the notation πqi = ∂iπ
q = ∂πq/∂xi for partial
derivatives with respect to the position point xi, we construct the Lagrangian
Lpi =
1
2
rijgpq(g; π
r)πpi π
q
j −
1
2
m2πpπp; (1.1)
m denotes the rest mass for the pions; rij = rij = diag(1,−1,−1,−1) is a euclidean
metric tensor. We may use the Finslerian metric tensor gpq (see Appendix below) and the
Finslerian metric function K (see Appendix below), so that
πpπp = K
2(g; πr) (1.2)
with
πp = gpq(g; π
r)πq, (1.3)
to consider the action integral
S{πr} =
∫
Lpid
4x. (1.4)
2The associated Euler-Lagrange derivatives
Epiq
def
= ∂j
∂Lpi
∂πqj
−
∂Lpi
∂πq
(1.5)
can explicitly be calculated from Eqs. (1.1)–(1.5) to yield Epiq = gqpE
p
pi with
Eppi = π
p + Cq
p
s(g; π
r)πqi π
s
jr
ij +m2πp, (1.6)
where
= rij∂i∂j . (1.7)
Since δS{πr} = 0 =⇒ Eppi = 0, we arrive at the following Finslerian pion field equations:
πp + Cq
p
s(g; π
r)πqi π
s
jr
ij +m2πp = 0, (1.8)
where Cp
r
q are coefficients given in Appendix below. The equations are nonlinear and,
therefore, introduce a Finslerian self-interaction of pions.
The associated Hamiltonian is
H{πr} =
1
2
∫ [
gpq(g; π
r) (∂0π
p∂0π
q + ∂cπ
p∂cπq) +m2πpπp
]
d3x (1.9)
where c = 1, 2, 3.
Considering the respective energy-momentum tensor:
Ti
j def= πpi
∂Lpi
∂πpj
− δjiLpi, (1.10)
from (1.1) it follows that
Ti
j = gpq(g; π
r)πpi π
qj − δjiLpi. (1.11)
The conservation law
∂jTi
j = 0 (1.12)
can readily be verified by direct calculations. The energy–component reads
T 00 =
1
2
gpq(g; π
r)(∂0πp∂0πq + ∂cπ
p∂cπq) +
1
2
m2πpπp. (1.13)
Also, for the currents
ja
n def= πq
∂Lpi
∂πpn
ta
p
q(g; π
r) (1.14)
we get the conservation law
∂nja
n = 0. (1.15)
The isospin-pion charges
Qa =
∫
jna dΣn = const (1.16)
are still conserved, independently of whether the Finslerian extension is applied, or not
applied.
Let a field ψ be an isospinor dublet of four-component space-time spinors, so that
ψ = {ψα}. The Greek indices α, β... label the isospinor components and take on the values
31, 2; P,Q = 0, 1, 2, 3. The notation T P will be used for the ordinary Pauli matrices, so
that
TPTQ + TQTP = 2aPQ, (1.17)
where aPQ = diag(1, 1, 1) = δPQ. Considering the argument dependence of the spinor to
be of the composite type
ψ = ψ(x, πr(x)) (1.18)
we shall apply the total derivative dj:
djψ
β(x, πr(x)) =
∂ψβ(x, πr(x))
∂xj
+ ∂jπ
s∂ψ
β(x, πr(x))
∂πs(x)
. (1.19)
We introduce, in agreement with the known methods [1], the F–invariant isospinor
derivative
Djψ
β(x, πr(x)) = djψ
β(x, πr(x)) + Lβαj(g; π
r(x))ψα(x, πr(x)) (1.20)
by the help of the F–invariant isospinor connection coefficients
Lj = Lp(g; π
r)∂jπ
p (1.21)
with
Lp(g; π
r) = −
1
8
RPQp(g; π
r)(TPTQ − TQTP ), (1.22)
where the associated Finslerian Ricci rotation coefficients
RPQp(g; π
r)
def
=
(
∂pe
Q
q − Cp
r
qe
Q
r
)
ePq (1.23)
have been used; {eQq } is an appropriate triad.
By the help of the coefficients (1.22) it is convenient to introduce the isospin-
derivative
Spψ
def
=
∂ψ
∂πp
+ Lpψ. (1.24)
We have
Lp(g; π
r)πp ≡ 0, RPQp(g; π
r)πp ≡ 0. (1.25)
The generalized spinor Lagrangian
Lψ = −ψ¯(−iγD +M)ψ (1.26)
(M denotes the rest mass for the fermions) generates the extension
(−iγD +M)ψ = 0 (1.27)
of the Dirac’s equation. In the component form, the equation (1.26) reads
− iγjDjψ
α +Mψα = 0. (1.28)
Finally, we construct the objects
Eq
def
= ePq TP (1.29)
and
Ep = gpqEq ≡ e
PpTP . (1.30)
4For the total Lagrangian
Lpiψ = Lpi + Lψ (1.31)
we get again the equation (1.28), together with the equation
πp + Cq
p
s(g; π
r)πqi π
s
jr
ij +m2πp = −
1
4
h
1 + h
Sq
p
ts(g; π
r)ψ¯iγnπqn(E
tEs − EsEt)ψ (1.32)
which extends (1.6) by including a due Finslerian interaction of spinors with pions; Sq
p
ts
is the Finsleroid-geometry curvature tensor (see Appendix below).
Discussion
Thus we have initiated a systematic development of the Finslerian nonlinear-invariant
approach to pion-isospin invariance, and thereby to pion-pion and nucleon-pion interac-
tions. It is shown how the Finsler Geometry of the isotopic space should introduce the in-
teractions. The approach involves a convenient nonlinear realization of the isotopic-space
rotations. This realization is associated with the pion field and is reqarded as a manifes-
tation of a group of invariance in a curved 3-dimensional isospin space of the Finsleroid
type, leaving invariant the key Finslerian metric function. Oppositely, we have offered the
way of application of the Finsleroid Metric Function to processes involving self-interaction
of pions.
It can be hoped that this can provide us in future with new insights into the pion-
nucleon interactions, as well as into the modern particle interaction models [2-5].
APPENDIX. Finsleroid-Space EPDg of Positive-Definite Type
Suppose we are given an N–dimensional vector space VN . Denote by R the vectors
constituting the space, so that R ∈ VN . Any given vector R assigns a particular direction
in VN . Let us fix a member R(N) ∈ VN , introduce the straightline eN oriented along the
vector R(N), and use this eN to serve as a R
N–coordinate axis in VN . In this way we get
the topological product
VN = VN−1 × eN (2.1)
together with the separation
R = {R, RN}, RN ∈ eN and R ∈ VN−1. (2.2)
For convenience, we shall frequently use the notation
RN = Z (2.3)
and
R = {R, Z}. (2.4)
Also, we introduce a Euclidean metric
q = q(R) (2.5)
over the (N − 1)–dimensional vector space VN−1.
With respect to an admissible coordinate basis {ea} in VN−1, we obtain the coordinate
representations
R = {Ra} = {R1, . . . , RN−1} (2.6)
5and
R = {Rp} = {Ra, RN} ≡ {Ra, Z}, (2.7)
together with
q(R) =
√
rabRaRb, (2.8)
where rab are the components of a symmetric positive–definte tensor defined over VN−1.
The indices (a, b, . . .) and (p, q, . . .) will be specified over the ranges (1, . . . , N − 1) and
(1, . . . , N), respectively; vector indices are up, co–vector indices are down; repeated up–
down indices are automatically summed; the notation δab will stand for the Kronecker
symbol. The variables
wa = Ra/Z, wa = rabw
b, w = q/Z, (2.9)
where
w ∈ (−∞,∞), (2.10)
are convenient whenever Z 6= 0. Sometimes we shall mention the associated metric tensor
rpq = {rNN = 1, rNa = 0, rab} (2.11)
meaningful over the whole vector space VN .
Given a parameter g subject to the inequality
− 2 < g < 2, (2.12)
we introduce the convenient notation
h =
√
1−
1
4
g2, (2.13)
G = g/h, (2.14)
g+ =
1
2
g + h, g− =
1
2
g − h, (2.15)
g+ = −
1
2
g + h, g− = −
1
2
g − h, (2.16)
so that
g+ + g− = g, g+ − g− = 2h, (2.17)
g+ + g− = −g, g+ − g− = 2h, (2.18)
(g+)
2 + (g−)
2 = 2, (2.19)
(g+)2 + (g−)2 = 2, (2.20)
and
g+
g→−g
⇐⇒ −g−, g
+ g→−g⇐⇒ −g−. (2.21)
6The characteristic quadratic form
B(g;R) = Z2 + gqZ + q2 ≡
1
2
[
(Z + g+q)
2 + (Z + g−q)
2
]
> 0 (2.22)
is of the negative discriminant, namely
D{B} = −4h
2 < 0, (2.23)
because of Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13). Whenever Z 6= 0, it is also convenient to use the
quadratic form
Q(g;w)
def
= B/(Z)2, (2.24)
obtaining
Q(g;w) = 1 + gw + w2 > 0, (2.25)
together with the function
E(g;w)
def
= 1 +
1
2
gw. (2.26)
The identity
E2 + h2w2 = Q (2.27)
can readily be verified. In the limit g → 0, the definition (2.22) degenerates to the
quadratic form of the input metric tensor (2.11):
B|
g=0
= rpqR
pRq. (2.28)
Also
Q|
g=0
= 1 + w2. (2.29)
In terms of this notation, we propose the Finslerian Metric Function
K(g;R) =
√
B(g;R)J(g;R), (2.30)
where
J(g;R) = e
1
2
GΦ(g;R), (2.31)
Φ(g;R) =
π
2
+ arctan
G
2
− arctan
( q
hZ
+
G
2
)
, if Z ≥ 0, (2.32)
Φ(g;R) = −
π
2
+ arctan
G
2
− arctan
( q
hZ
+
G
2
)
, if Z ≤ 0, (2.33)
or in other convenient forms,
Φ(g;R) =
π
2
+ arctan
G
2
− arctan
(L(g;R)
hZ
)
, if Z ≥ 0, (2.34)
Φ(g;R) = −
π
2
+ arctan
G
2
− arctan
(L(g;R)
hZ
)
, if Z ≤ 0, (2.35)
where
L(g;R) = q +
g
2
Z, (2.36)
7and
Φ(g;R) =
π
2
− arctan
hq
A(g;R)
, if Z ≥ 0, (2.37)
Φ(g;R) = −
π
2
− arctan
hq
A(g;R)
, if Z ≤ 0, (2.38)
where
A(g;R) = Z +
1
2
gq. (2.39)
This Finslerian Metric Function has been normalized to show the handy properties
−
π
2
≤ Φ ≤
π
2
, (2.40)
Φ =
π
2
, if q = 0 and Z > 0; Φ = −
π
2
, if q = 0 and Z < 0. (2.41)
We also have
cot Φ =
hq
A
, Φ|
Z=0
= arctan
G
2
. (2.42)
It is often convenient to use the indicator of sign ǫZ for the argument Z:
ǫZ = 1, if Z > 0; ǫZ = −1, if Z < 0; (2.43)
Under these conditions, we call the considered space the EPDg –space:
EPDg = {VN = VN−1 × eN ; R ∈ VN ; K(g;R); g}. (2.44)
The right–hand part of the definition (2.30) can be considered to be a function K˘ of
the arguments {g; q, Z}, such that
K˘(g; q, Z) = K(g;R). (2.45)
We observe that
K˘(g; q,−Z) 6= K˘(g; q, Z), unless g = 0. (2.46)
Instead, the function K˘ shows the property of gZ–parity
K˘(−g; q,−Z) = K˘(g; q, Z). (2.47)
The (N − 1)–space reflection invariance holds true
K(g;R)
Ra↔−Ra
⇔ K(g;R). (2.48)
It is frequently convenient to rewrite the representation (2.30) in the form
K(g;R) = |Z|V (g;w), (2.49)
8whenever Z 6= 0, with the generating metric function
V (g;w) =
√
Q(g;w) j(g;w). (2.50)
We have
j(g;w) = J(g; 1, w).
Using (2.25) and (2.31)–(2.35), we obtain
V ′ = wV/Q, V ′′ = V/Q2, (2.51)
(V 2/Q)′ = −gV 2/Q2, (V 2/Q2)′ = −2(g + w)V 2/Q3, (2.52)
j′ = −
1
2
gj/Q, (2.53)
and also
1
2
(V 2)′ = wV 2/Q,
1
2
(V 2)′′ = (Q− gw)V 2/Q2, (2.54)
1
4
(V 2)′′′ = −gV 2/Q3, (2.55)
together with
Φ′ = −h/Q, (2.56)
where the prime (′) denotes the differentiation with respect to w.
Also,
(A(g;R))2 + h2q2 = B(g;R) (2.57a)
and
(L(g;R))2 + h2Z2 = B(g;R). (2.57b)
Sometimes it is convenient to use the function
E(g;w)
def
= 1 +
1
2
gw. (2.58)
The simple results for these derivatives reduce the task of computing the components
of the associated Finslerian Metric Tensor to an easy exercise, indeed:
Rp
def
=
1
2
∂K2(g;R)
∂Rp
:
Ra = rabR
bK
2
B
, RN = (Z + gq)
K2
B
; (2.59)
gpq(g;R)
def
=
1
2
∂2K2(g;R)
∂Rp∂Rq
=
∂Rp(g;R)
∂Rq
:
9gNN(g;R) = [(Z + gq)
2 + q2]
K2
B2
, gNa(g;R) = gqrabR
bK
2
B2
, (2.60)
gab(g;R) =
K2
B
rab − g
radR
drbeR
eZ
q
K2
B2
. (2.61)
The reciprocal tensor components are
gNN(g;R) = (Z2 + q2)
1
K2
, gNa(g;R) = −gqRa
1
K2
, (2.62)
gab(g;R) =
B
K2
rab + g(Z + gq)
RaRb
q
1
K2
. (2.63)
The determinant of the Finslerian Metric Tensor given by Eqs. (2.59)–(2.60) can readily
be found in the form
det(gpq(g;R)) = [J(g;R)]
2N det(rab) (2.64)
which shows, on noting (2.31)–(2.33), that
det(gpq) > 0 over all the definition range VN \ 0. (2.65)
The associated angular metric tensor
hpq
def
= gpq −RpRq
1
K2
proves to be given by the components
hNN (g;R) = q
2K
2
B2
, hNa(g;R) = −ZrabR
bK
2
B2
,
hab(g;R) =
K2
B
rab − (gZ + q)
radR
drbeR
e
q
K2
B2
,
which entails
det(hab) = det(gpq)
1
V 2
.
The use of the components of the Cartant tensor (given explicitly in the end of the
present section) leads, after rather tedious straightforward calculations, to the following
simple and remarkable result.
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PROPOSITION 1. The Cartan tensor associated with the Finslerian Metric Func-
tion (2.30) is of the following special algebraical form:
Cpqr =
1
N
(
hpqCr + hprCq + hqrCp −
1
CsCs
CpCqCr
)
(2.66)
with
CtC
t =
N2
4K2
g2. (2.67)
By the help of (2.65), elucidating the structure of the curvature tensor
Spqrs
def
= (CtqrCp
t
s − CtqsCp
t
r) (2.68)
results in the simple representation
Spqrs = −
CtC
t
N2
(hprhqs − hpshqr). (2.69)
Inserting here (2.66), we are led to
PROPOSITION 2. The curvature tensor of the space EPDg is of the special type
Spqrs = S
∗(hprhqs − hpshqr)/K
2 (2.70)
with
S∗ = −
1
4
g2. (2.71)
DEFINITION. The Finslerian Metric Function (2.30) introduces an (N − 1)–
dimensional indicatrix hypersurface according to the equation
K(g;R) = 1. (2.72)
We call this particular hypersurface the Finsleroid, to be denoted as FPDg .
Recalling the known formula R = 1 + S∗ for the indicatrix curvature, from (2.70)
we conclude that
RF insleroid = h
2 = 1−
1
4
g2, 0 < RF insleroid ≤ 1. (2.73)
Geometrically, the fact that the quantity (2.70) is independent of vectors R means that
the indicatrix curvature is constant. Therefore, we have arrived at
PROPOSITION 3. The Finsleroid FPDg is a constant-curvature space with the
positive curvature value (2.72).
Also, on comparing between the result (2.72) and Eqs. (2.22)–(2.23), we obtain
PROPOSITION 4. The Finsleroid curvature relates to the discriminant of the
input characteristic quadratic form (2.22) simply as
RF insleroid = −
1
4
D{B}. (2.74)
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Last, we write down the explicit components of the relevant Cartan tensor
Cpqr
def
=
1
2
∂gpq
∂Rr
:
RNCNNN = gw
3V 2Q−3, RNCaNN = −gwwaV
2Q−3,
RNCabN =
1
2
gwV 2Q−2rab +
1
2
g(1− gw − w2)wawbw
−1V 2Q−3,
RNCabc = −
1
2
gV 2Q−2w−1(rabwc+racwb+rbcwa)+gwawbwcw
−3
(
1
2
Q+ gw + w2
)
V 2Q−3;
and
RNCN
N
N = gw
3/Q2, RNCa
N
N = −gwwa/Q
2,
RNCN
a
N = −gw(1 + gw)w
a/Q2,
RNCa
N
b =
1
2
gwrab/Q +
1
2
g(1− gw − w2)wawb/wQ
2,
RNCN
a
b =
1
2
gwδab/Q +
1
2
g(1 + gw − w2)wawb/wQ
2,
RNCa
b
c = −
1
2
g
(
δbawc + δ
b
cwa + (1 + gw)racw
b
)
/wQ+
1
2
g(gwQ+Q+2w2)waw
bwc/w
3Q2.
The components have been calculated by the help of the formulae (2.50)–(2.53).
The use of the contractions
RNCa
b
cr
ac = −g
wb
w
1 + gw
Q
(
N − 2
2
+
1
Q
)
and
RNCa
b
cw
awc = −g
w
Q2
(1 + gw)wb
is handy in many calculations.
Also
RNCN =
N
2
gwQ−1, RNCa = −
N
2
g(wa/w)Q
−1,
RNCN =
N
2
gw/V 2, RNCa = −
N
2
gwa(1 + gw)/wV 2,
12
CN =
N
2
gwRNK−2, Ca = −
N
2
gwa(1 + gw)w−1RNK−2,
CpC
p =
N2
4K2
g2.
For a better understanding of structure of the Finsleroid space, the reader is referred
to [6].
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